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Textbooks/Skills Books
Author

Item Title

Item No.

Caring for the person with dementia: a handbook for
families and other carers
This is a practical “hands-on” guide to coping with dementia,
dealing with a different topic in each section, and is published by
the Alzheimer’s Society. It is primarily written for those living at
home with someone who has Alzheimer’s-type conditions.

08985625

Adams, Jeanne

Getting people involved in life and activities: effective
motivating techniques
This book covers various practical motivation techniques aimed
at those who provide planned activities.

04718491
04718492

Arigho, Bernie

How to help reminiscing go well: principles of good practice
in reminiscence work
This booklet contains invaluable information and material for those
who want to learn more about what reminiscence work is and
provides supporting material for Age Exchange training courses.

04019905

Arrigo, Sal

Beyond bingo: innovative programs for the new senior
This is a practical hands-on guidebook for those who develop
programs for the elderly.

04520423

Bender, Mike

Group work with the elderly: principles and practice
A practical manual of guidelines and background information for
group work, exploring the various problems caused by confusion,
handicap and non-verbal co-operation.

01212964

Bornat, Joanna

Reminiscence reviewed: evaluations, achievements,
perspectives
This book brings together work by leading psychologists,
gerontologists, social workers, nurses and community workers
who all have first hand experience of reminiscence work and will
be invaluable to a range of practitioners in health, social care
and adult education.

01500658

Bourgeois, Michelle

Conversing with memory impaired individuals using
memory aids
This handbook provides photocopiable worksheets to aid with
memory recall.

01535486
03137953

Bright, Ruth

Music therapy and the dementias: improving the quality of
life
This book looks at the effects of dementia on patients and carers
and how music therapy can help bring some sense of
individuality, creativity and fun to sufferers. It includes a useful
chapter on resources.

01243419
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Briscoe, Theresa

Develop an activities programme: practical guide for nurses
working with older people
Contains suggestions for activities to enable the elderly person
to live a full life maintaining their health, independence, dignity
and self-determination.

00881155
01212997

Brown-Watson, Abby

Still kicking: restorative groups for frail older adults
The author provides a detailed manual, containing individual
session plans for the implementation and maintenance of groups
for frail older adults.

05017774
05017775

Bruce, Errollyn

Reminiscing with people with Dementia
A practical handbook, full of useful ideas and suggestions for
carers working with dementia.

05824554
05824555
05824556

Chapman, Alan

Dementia care: a professional handbook
The text stresses a holistic approach to the support of people
with dementia. Topics include the individual and their previous
lifestyle, approaches to the person, what is dementia and what is
not, health matters and dilemmas and challenges.

05866193

Chavin, Melanie

The lost chord: reaching the person with dementia through
the power of music
This practical book addresses such topics as: common
behaviours, communication, music games, song-writing and
sensory stimulation groups.

04371517
04371518

Corbett, Brenda

More than a game: a new focus on senior activity services
This textbook provides suggested activities for a wide variety of
senior groups.

04718494
04718496

Crimmens, Paula

Storymaking and creative group work with older people
A resource book for professionals working with the elderly
focusing on groupwork and one to one work.

04718485
04718487

Crisp, Jane

Keeping in touch with someone who has Alzheimer’s
The author shows the family member or professional carer how
not to underestimate someone with dementia, how to recognize
what a sufferer can still do and how to make the most of being
together.

07019910

Duffin, Patricia

Then and now: a training pack for reminiscence work
This pack is for anyone interested in reminiscence work, whether
just about to set up the group for the first time or wanting to look
afresh at the work they’ve already been doing.

01535482
03822072

Engelman, Marge

Aerobics of the mind: keeping the mind active in ageing: a
new perspective on programming for older adults
This book tells us about the benefits of exercising the mind and
explains how even in old age the brain has a remarkable
capacity to change and grow. There are plenty of resources to
help provide activities related to mental fitness and thinking
skills.

04520424
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Feil, Naomi

The validation breakthrough: simple techniques for
communicating with people with Alzheimer’s-type dementia
Case studies are used to illustrate simple, effective techniques
for communicating with people at each stage of dementia.

03137951

Feil, Naomi

Validation: the Feil method: how to help the disorientated
old-old
This book is for all those who care for and about disoriented oldold & people who suffer from late-onset dementia. It shows how
Validation can help the disoriented old-old reach their goals.

01242898
01533677

Gibson, Faith

Reminiscence and recall: a practical guide to reminiscence
work
This book is packed with detailed advice on planning and
running successful reminiscence work. It includes application
exercises at the end of each chapter.

07235311
(2006 ed.)
01556195
01556197
(1994 ed.)

Gibson, Faith

The reminiscence trainer’s pack
A training pack produced by Age Concern with units covering:
‘What is Reminiscence?’, Individual and Small Group Work,
Reminiscing with People who have Dementia, Depression or
Sensory Difficulties.

05886767

Hagedorn, Rosemary

Therapeutic horticulture
Contains a wealth of information for anyone using horticulture as
a therapeutic activity.

01313402

Holden, Una

Looking at confusion
The author presents a logical way of looking at and
understanding the many faces of dementia. Discussion topics
and exercises are included throughout the book.

01212986
01213061
01242899

Holden, Una

Thinking it through
This handbook provides a simple introduction to the
psychological care of the elderly and aims to increase the carer’s
skills in the area of reminiscence work.

01212987

Housden, Sarah

Reminiscence and lifelong learning
Including many examples of projects and learning situations, this
book is a guide to using learners’ personal memories as a
resource in learning.

09120732

Hoy, Stephen

Reading for elderly people
Reading aloud with elderly people is a highly effective means of
improving their quality of life and extending the range of activities
in day centres, residential care facilities and hospitals. This book
shows carers how to make the best use of their local library and
librarian, and how to run enjoyable group sessions.

01212877

Hurtley, Rosemary

The successful activity co-ordinator: training pack
A training pack produced by Age Concern with units covering:
the role of the activity co-ordinator, effective communication,
designing innovative programmes, themes, approaches and
activities.

05869434
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Langley, Jackie

Working with older people: 10 training workshops
This pack comprises 10 half day workshops and provides step
by step guidance notes and participant sheets to enable busy
trainers and managers to run effective and enjoyable sessions.

03137955

Liebmann, Marion

Art therapy for groups: a handbook of themes, games and
exercises
This book is aimed at professionals in a wide variety of caring
professions with experience of working with groups.

01309574

Morton, Ian

Person-centred approaches to dementia care
It traces the origins of the person-centred tradition and describes
and evaluates the theory and practice of Validation and
Resolution Therapy.

07115368
07115369

O’Connor, Maureen

Generation to generation: linking schools with older people
This practical book charts the history and successes of dozens
of schemes around the UK which aim to bring the older and
younger generations together, to their mutual benefit. It offers
help and advice to teachers and others on how to set up
schemes of their own.

01356403

Perrin, Tessa

The good practice guide to therapeutic activities with older
people in care settings
Produced by the National Association for Providers of Activities
for Older People (NAPA), this guide offers clear guidelines on
what constitutes good practice in activity provision.

07120627

Perrin, Tessa

Wellbeing in dementia: an occupational approach for
therapists and carers
This book looks at the relationship between occupation,
wellbeing and dementia and examines the critical role of the
carer in delivering therapeutic interventions.

07128295
07128407

Rainbow, Anne

The reminiscence skills training handbook
This easy to use guide provides an accessible workbook for
reminiscence skills training. It includes information on the history
and definition of reminiscence work, the importance of the
reminiscence experience and how to set up and run individual
and group activities.

05999142
05999143
05999144
05999145

Rimmer, Lorna

Reality orientation: principles & practice
The principles and techniques of Reality Orientation Therapy are
described, together with descriptions of activities. The emphasis
throughout the book is on practical activities and covers object
recognition, numeracy, the senses, memory games, physical and
social activities and staffing.

01212966

Schweitzer, Pam

Remembering yesterday, caring today: reminiscence in
dementia care: a guide to good practice
Based on ideas developed and tested internationally, this book
offers imaginative approaches to reminiscence and a wealth of
resources for use in a wide range of situations.

09114365
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Schweitzer, Pam

Reminiscence theatre: making theatre from memories
A comprehensive guide to the nature, practice and therapeutic
effects of reminiscence theatre. It provides practical advice on
the process of taking an oral history, creating from it a written
script and developing that into a dramatic production on
whatever scale.

07004391

Sim, Roger

Reminiscence: social & creative activities with older people
in care
This manual describes in detail the kind of activities that can be
carried out as well as the principles behind reminiscence work. It
includes a large section on organising different types of activities.

04125261

Stokes, Graham

The essential dementia care handbook
This book draws together many new ideas and practical
approaches from a wide variety of professionals and provides a
comprehensive account of current best practice.

06570329

Sutcliffe, David

Introducing dementia: the essential facts and issues of
care
An introduction to the whole field of dementia presenting the
essential facts and issues of caring for sufferers at home and in
long-term care situations. The book is based upon case studies
and is aimed at professionals.

05787638
05787640

Twining, Charles

The memory handbook: a practical guide to understanding
& managing early dementia
Covering an analysis of memory, how memory functions and how
it can be assessed and treated. This book will be of immense
value to professional in any speciality where people who have
memory problems are encountered.

01241822
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Activity Books
101 ways to improve your memory
This easy to read Reader’s Digest book explains how memory
works and uses numerous quizzes, games and exercises to help
improve it.

09114363

Jumbo Resource Book
This photocopiable resource contains 250 crossword and circleword puzzles in large print. This is a U.S. publication.

07064077

Large print word search
A collection of over 130 graded puzzles which may be
photocopied. Devised especially for the older person.

01241815
01462058
01512617

My life story
This book has photocopiable pages intended to give those
involved in reminiscence therapy ideas in helping people write
their own life story.

07064083

Activities Digest

Activities digest: a resource bank for those working with the
elderly
Handbook of ideas and activities to entertain and stimulate
elderly people.

01404564

Andersen-Warren, M

Creative groupwork with the elderly: drama
Drama activities designed specifically for use in group situations
with elderly people. The practical content includes a selection of
warm-ups and closure activities and outlines the components for
safe and coherent activities, including story-making, working with
texts, masks and improvisations.

03951041

Bell, Virginia

The best friend’s book of Alzheimer’s activities
Offering 149 activities, this book will be helpful to any family or
professional caregiver of a person who has dementia and is at
home or living in residential care.

09125153

Cassistre, Debra

Activity ideas for the budget minded
Low-cost, tried and tested ideas for a variety of activities.

05823601
05823602

Castle, Joe

Reminiscence is fun! : a workshop for staff and carers
The book outlines a programme of activities for a half day
reminiscence workshop. It is aimed at carers who would like to
set up their own reminiscence project.

01511390
01914623
(1992 ed.)
01212996
01404963
(1989 ed.)

Comins, Jayne

Activities and Ideas: a handbook of games for
communication groups
A practical resource guide offering more than 100 ideas for word
games and group activities, many of which require little or no
preparation.

05823591
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Comins, Jayne

Communication activities with adults
A practical resource guide offering more than 100 ideas for word
games and group activities.

09128003

Cordrey, Cindy

Hidden treasures: music and memory activities for people
with Alzheimer’s
Aimed at professional music therapists and also family and
professional carers, this book covers how best to use music with
people with dementia.

04371521
04371522

Cropley, Marylyn

The art activity manual: a groupwork resource
A simple flexible approach to art activities. Fifteen session plans
with each session lasting approximately one hour. Includes ideas
and information on preparation for the activities. Designed
specifically for adults with learning disabilities, physical
disabilities and sensory loss, people with mental health needs
and older people.

07560718

Dent, Vicki

Group activities with older adults
This book is a useful resource of activity ideas, hints, tips and
suggestions for successful planning and delivery.

05999139
05999141
05999393

De Robeck, Jenny

An hour before teatime
Written by an experienced occupational therapist this book has
quizzes, activities and short stories suitable to fill that often
endless hour before teatime.

04125264

Douglass, Donna

Accent on rhythm: music activities for the aged
Offers ideas for games, eurhythmics and musical activities.

01533674

Dynes, Robin

Creative Games in Groupwork
Organised into sections, this book makes it easy to provide a
balanced activity programme. It includes among others, brainteasers, verbal games and gentle exercises.

01533685
05823594
05823595

Dynes, Robin

Memory games for groups
This is a practical handbook featuring 80 adaptable games and
the issues that arise with them.

04371525

Dynes, Robin

The non-competitive activity book
This handbook features 100 activities and is divided into sections
that provide a session format which focuses on maintaining and
increasing the function of the whole person. It can be used with
groups or individuals. The non-competitive nature of the activities
ensures that people feel safe in making a contribution, and fear
of failure or disappointment is eliminated.

07021637

Dynes, Robin (ed.)

Reminiscence puzzle book: 1930-1980
Spanning the years 1930-1980, this highly practical and
enjoyable assortment of reminiscence puzzles covers events,
famous people, entertainment and everyday life.

03951031
03951032
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Dynes, Robin (ed.)

The Winslow quiz book
Contains more than 2,000 questions categorised into 40
stimulating subjects. The questions are grouped into three ability
levels.

05017770
05017772
05017773

Fawdry, J

Creative ideas: an activity organiser’s handbook
An exciting collection of creative projects for activity organisers.

01533680

Hitchcow, Karen

Pocket quiz book: Volume 1
Each book contains more than 1800 questions featuring versatile
material to suit all abilities and circumstances. Each quiz book
contains different themed questions.

05049497
05049498
05049500

Hitchcow, Karen

Pocket quiz book: Volume 2
Each book contains more than 1800 questions featuring versatile
material to suit all abilities and circumstances. Each quiz book
contains different themed questions.

05049493
05049494
05049495
05049496

Hitchcow, Karen

Pocket quiz book: Volume 3
Each book contains more than 1800 questions featuring versatile
material to suit all abilities and circumstances. Each quiz book
contains different themed questions.

05049489
05049490
05049492

Hook, Myfanwy

Gentle exercise & movement for frail people
This pack comprises a book and 48 instruction cards which
illustrate and describe specific exercises. All exercises have
been tried and tested, having been widely used with confused
and disabled older people.

04371527
04178503

Joltin, Adena

A different visit: activities for caregivers & their loved ones
with memory impairments
A manual for those who need ideas and inspiration for better
ways to engage and interact with people suffering from memory
problems. The manual is produced by the Menorah Park Center
for Senior Living, Ohio. Extra information is supplied on a CDROM at the back of the book.

06987091

Karras, Beckie

Down memory lane: topics and ideas for reminiscence
groups
Over 60 themed activity sessions for reminiscence groups.

07064078
07064079

Karras, Beckie

I hear memories
Book and cassette with “sounds of yesteryear” to stimulate
reminiscence discussions.

04520422
05455359

Karras, Beckie

Moments to remember: topics and ideas for reminiscence
groups
The sequel to “Down Memory Lane”. This book features 24
topics and themed activities for use in reminiscence sessions.

04125263

Karras, Beckie

Say it with music: music games and trivia
A collection of music games and trivia quizzes. There are
activities for those who are trained musicians and for those
without any musical background.

04718500
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Kilpatrick, Kathryn

Reminiscence: word games and puzzles 1900s-1990s
Over 200 pages to be photocopied for individuals or groupwork.
N.B. This is a publication from the USA, therefore there can be
an American bias to some of the puzzles and questions.

06987095

Knoth, Marge

Activities encyclopedia: 535 best activity ideas
A user friendly guide offering great activity ideas for all residents
from the bedfast and low functioning to the very alert. Created
especially for the activity professional.

04718489

Knoth, Marge

Activity planning at your fingertips
An award winning, user friendly guide. It presents ideas and
directions for games, parties, outings, crafts and cooking and
provides two full years of photocopiable pre-planned calendars.

03951042
05823598

Lewthwaite, Nancy

Mental aerobics: a resource manual of mentally stimulating
group activities
This manual is aimed at activity and health care professionals
involved in planning and implementing mentally stimulating
group activities for people in care homes.

04514382

Lewthwaite, Nancy

More mental aerobics: a resource manual of mentally
stimulating group activities
This manual contains further group activities centred on topics of
universal appeal and familiarity.

01606428
01914622

McLean, V

Only old once! : introducing creativity into elderly care
Containing well-tested ideas, with emphasis on arts and crafts.
This book also contains useful chapters on mental exercise,
seasonal activities, outings and events and more.

04371531

McLean, Valerie

Time to remember: introducing reminiscence into elderly
care
This book is intended to be used by anyone who is developing a
reminiscence programme for groups of older people, although
there is scope for one to one situations.

09120733

Mercer, Ffion
(Comp.)

Song Book: words for 100 popular songs
(For use with the ‘Sing along’ music cassette)
The words for 100 popular songs. (Up to 9 copies available) It
includes: traditional folk songs, choruses from old time variety,
songs from World War II, Post-war ‘evergreens’, hymns and
Christmas songs.
(The cassette for use with this song book can be found in the
cassettes section of the catalogue)

01212879
01212958
01404569
01404570
01404573
01404574
01404575
01404576
04351088

Midwinter, Eric

Best remembered: a hundred stars of yesteryear
Presenting a galaxy of 100 stars from the days before television
ruled our lives, this book can be used for both personal and
group reminiscence.

09120734

Minor, Sandy

Mind joggers: Volume 1
Pages full of themed questions and answers.

03441292
04126238
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Minor, Sandy

Mind joggers: Volume 2
Pages full of themed questions and answers.

04126239
05456942
06979482

Minor, Sandy

Musings, memories and make believe
This book is designed to encourage discussion of the past and to
increase awareness of the present. All questions are formulated
to help bring forth feelings and opinions from real life
experiences. The questions are suitable for one-to-one and
group discussions.

04126240

Osborn, Caroline

The reminiscence handbook: ideas for creative activities
with older people
A compilation of themed, do-able activities, laid out in a practical
format.

01514504
05824552
05824553

Payne, Ted

Quiz book for groups: famous people
A compendium of 50 versatile quizzes that will encourage
individuals to interact with each other, share knowledge and
experiences and to exercise memory skills.

07547932
(2003 ed.)
04718501
(1996 ed.)

Parsons, Vicki

Simple expression: creative and therapeutic arts for the
elderly in long-term care facilities
The activities featured are appropriate for use in adult day
centres, continuing care centres and assisted living facilities.

04718482
04718484

Ruddlesden, M

You can do it! : exercises for older people
This provides a step-by-step guide to exercising each part of the
body using over fifty well proven exercises.

04371711
07560717

Sunderland, Margot

Draw on your emotions: creative ways to explore, express &
understand important feelings
Helps adults to express, communicate and deal more effectively
with their emotions through drawing. It contains ‘easy-to-do’
picture exercises specifically designed to ease the process of
talking about feelings and to facilitate the expression of the many
layers of experience. All pictures may be photocopied.

01914617

Sherman, Mike

The reminiscence quiz book: covering the years 1930 – 1960
More than 600 questions and answers on news topics,
entertainment, daily life and people. Includes introductory
passages and entertaining background information

05823597
(2001 ed.)
03821936
(1996 ed.)
00881132
01212985
01241818
01533681
(1991 ed.)

Walsh, Danny

Groupwork activities: the resource manual for everyone
working with elderly people.
A collection of practical activities and ideas to use with all groups
of elderly people.

01535488
01663119
05049501
05049502
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Watson, Bridget

Music, movement, mind & body: exercises for people
suffering from Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders
Cassette with accompanying booklet.

04371708
04371709
04371710
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Themed Topic Books
The golden age of shopping 1910 to 1940: a miscellany of
items from Harrods, Gamages and Army & Navy stores
Pages from original shop catalogues.

01788341

Women who dared: a book of postcards
A book of postcards honouring 32 extraordinary women of history
and today.

01533028
01533029

Age Exchange
Theatre Company

A place to stay: memories of pensioners from many lands
In their own words, contributors recall their homelands, their
arrival in Britain, settling in London and their varied experiences
here.

01212921
01212926

Age Exchange
Theatre Company

Fifty years ago: memories of the 1930s
A collection of reminiscences from the 1930s. Topics covered
include stories of work, home life and grappling with
unemployment.

01212918
01212919
01313431
01404959

Allen, Eleanor

Young In The Twenties
Pictures and stories which bring back the twenties.

01213077

Benayoun, Robert

The Look of Buster Keaton
This book offers keen insight into Keaton’s charisma and
achievements and contains more than 300 black and white
photos, presenting a unique visual record.

03503536

Cantwell, John D

Images of war: British posters 1939-45
The wartime posters and artwork reproduced in this book are a
small selection from the many prepared by the Ministry of
Information.

01212930
01464237
01464238

Central Office of
Information

At home 1900-1970
Contains pictures of cuttings from newspapers and magazines
published between1900-1970.

03290522

Central Office of
Information

At play 1900-1970
Contains pictures of cuttings from newspapers and magazines
published between1900-1970.

03290520
05452204

Central Office of
Information

At work 1900-1970
Contains pictures of cuttings from newspapers and magazines
published between1900-1970.

03290521
03290979

Central Office of
Information

In the news 1900-1970
Contains pictures of cuttings from newspapers and magazines
published between1900-1970.

03290519

Central Office of
Information

On holiday 1900-1970
Contains pictures of cuttings from newspapers and magazines
published between1900-1970.

03290523
03290986
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Central Office of
Information

On the move 1900-1970
Contains pictures of cuttings from newspapers and magazines
published between1900-1970.

03290518

Central Office of
Information,
Reference Services

When peace broke out: Britain 1945
A compilation of newspaper articles and headlines from Britain in
1945.

01851425

Cole, Beverley

Happy as a sandboy: early railway posters
Travel back in time to the early days of British railways, using the
full-page colour railway posters in this book.

05457478

Colquhoun, Ronnie
(ed.)

Your favourite Songs of Praise
A large print compilation of 100 most requested hymns from the
BBC programme ‘Songs of Praise’.

01404568

Connolly, Joseph

Beside the seaside
This book contains a superb collection of evocative images
which summon up the essence of the pleasure which generation
after generation has derived from being by the sea.

05454483

Corbishley, Gill

Ration book recipes: some food facts 1939–1954
A lively summary of the facts about food and rationing between
1939 and 1954. Also contains recipes and illustrations.

00881147
01201913

Courtier, Jane

Gardening as it was: from the pages of Amateur Gardening
1884-1945
Tools and mowing machines, fertilizers, pest control,
greenhouses, clothing and inventions. A vanished world of
amateur gardening brought back to life.

01933850

Davis, Rib

Winter warmers: memories of coping with winter
A companion book to “All our Christmases” and focuses on how
people in the UK have coped with winter over the years.

04520400
04520402

Duce, Joan

I remember, I remember: one hundred and eighteen favourite 01404581
01404582
poems
An anthology of 118 poems in large print. There is also a talking
tape edition of this book listed in the ‘Cassettes’ section later in
this catalogue.

Epsom & Ewell
Borough Council
Action Group for the
Elderly

Memories of yesterday: a collection of reminiscences
A collection of memories of the Epsom & Ewell area.

01810622

Eyles, Allan (ed.)

Missing believed lost: the great British film search
This book features one hundred British films that have gone
missing since their first release.

00923684

Frisby, Terence

Kisses on a postcard: a tale of wartime childhood
A vivid and intimate memoir of a neglected part of our wartime
history.

09113099
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Good Housekeeping

Childhood memories: growing up with Good Housekeeping
1922-1942
A collection of articles and advertisements culled from the first 20
years of Good Housekeeping. It provides a nostalgic look at the
lives of children from 1922 to 1942.

01317028

Hampson, Frank

Dan Dare: pilot of the future: voyage to Venus part 1
This presents in book form, the comic strip stories of the
legendary Pilot of the Future “Dan Dare” which have been taken
from the pages of the 1950’s British boys’ adventure comic “The
Eagle”.

06654809

Hanover Housing
Association

Tale of the century
Individual reminiscences, accompanied by pictures, of life in the
Twentieth Century.

05062750

Healey, Tim

Life on the home front.
This book tells a pictorial tale of the Second World War seen in
pictures, cartoons and advertisements.

05452196

HMSO

Union Jack: a scrapbook : British Forces’ newspapers
1939–1945
The war years captured through pictures, maps and headlines.

01212928

Hubert, Maria

A wartime Christmas
This unique anthology recreates those times of heartache and
brief moments of pleasurable escape and happiness.

01788342

Humphreys, Roy

Hellfire corner : reminiscences of wartime in South-east
England
Selection of memories of the 6 years of war, complemented by
photographs and illustrations.

01563256

Joyce, Knighton

Land army days: cinderellas of the soil
A collection of stories from women who worked in the Land Army
during World War 2.

01533697

Jubb, Michael

Cocoa & corsets: a selection of late Victorian and Edwardian
posters and showcards
Includes adverts for Schweppes Green Ginger Wine and Beehive
knitting wool.

01404561

Keay, Steven

Remedies and recipes: Caribbean reflections on health and
diet
Using contributions from Afro-Caribbean people on the strong
tradition of folk medicine in the Caribbean.

01212932
03634117
04520393

Kee, Robert

The Picture Post album: a 50th anniversary collection
This commemorative volume contains a selection of photographs
from the 20 year span of the magazine.

01212970

Kennedy, Ludovic

War papers: front pages reproduced from the John Frost
Historic Newspaper Service
Records the war years using a collection of newsprint front
pages and headlines from 1939-45.

01404562
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Kobal, John

Movie-star portraits of the forties: 163 glamour photos
106 film stars in 163 full-page glamour photos by 24 leading
Hollywood photographers.

07416248

McKnight, Sean

VE Day in photographs
A pictorial celebration of the Allied victory in 1945.

03512183

Muray, Nickolas

Celebrity portraits of the twenties and thirties: 135
photographs
135 full-page photographs of 150 outstanding personalities in art,
music, literature, government, society, sports, stage and screen.

01433209

North Surrey
Libraries

I remember when….
Winning entries from the Creative Writing and Reminiscence
Competition held by North Surrey Libraries and Age Concern
Surrey.

05067247
05067248

Opie, Robert

Packaging source book
A visual guide to a century of packaging design, looking at how
fashions and trends in packaging of everyday household
products have changed since the1800’s.

01084655
03681001

Opie, Robert

Remember when: a nostalgic trip through the consumer era
Robert Opie uses a rich legacy of original items – packaging,
advertising, film posters, magazines, newspapers, toys, games,
and commemorative souvenirs to present a picture of everyday
life since Victorian times. Together these objects tell history as
people remember it, evoking the tastes, smells, sights and
sounds of the past.

07019909

Opie, Robert

Sweet memories: a selection of confectionery delights
Coloured photographs of original packaging and advertisements
of sweets and confectionery.

05452215

Opie, Robert

The 1930s scrapbook
Sliced bread had just reached the table, domestic appliances
began to take the place of servants and the affordable motorcar
gave access to the countryside.

04718600

Opie, Robert

The 1950s scrapbook
Drawing on over 1000 images from rationing to Rock’n’Roll and
Dan Dare to the Mini, the 1950s Scrapbook chronicles the
impact of television and the emergence of the teenager.

04718466

Opie, Robert

The 1960s scrapbook
The 1960s Scrapbook captures the mood of the times through
fashion, film magazines and music. Beatlemania, Twiggy and
youth culture had arrived.

07021775

Opie, Robert

The 1970s scrapbook
This book covers the energetic era of glam rock and discomania,
featuring 1,400 items that reflect Seventies fashion and
furnishing, film posters and much more.

09114364
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Opie, Robert

The royal scrapbook
Packed full of Royal memorabilia throughout the 20th Century,
including the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II in 1953.

07021636

Opie, Robert

The Wartime scrapbook: from Blitz to Victory 1939–1945
Drawn from Robert Opie’s collection, this book illustrates a
unique period in history – the song sheets, magazine covers,
comic postcards, fashion and food, games, propaganda posters
and a wealth of wartime ephemera whose very survival is
remarkable.

03822075
04718469

Palmer, Roy

What a lovely war! : British soldiers’ songs from the Boer
War to the present day
This collection of songs covers army life at home and abroad
from the turn of the century to the present day.

01788331

Patten, Marguerite

The victory cookbook
This book features over 200 recipes and nostalgic photographs
from 1945-54.

01853093

Patten, Marguerite

We’ll eat again: a collection of recipes from the war years
This book contains recipes, illustrations and cartoons taken from
the Imperial War Museum’s collection of Ministry of Food
material.

01464236

Pearce, Chris

The sixties: a pictorial review
Illustrated throughout with archive advertising material and
photography, this book is a vivid account of a turbulent decade.

01232021

Pressley, Alison

The 50s & 60s: the best of times
The author has collected personal reminiscences from all over
the country and from widely differing backgrounds. Illustrated
throughout with stunning original photographs, memorabilia and
ephemera.

07525116

Reid, George

01726567
Streets of London in the late twenties & early thirties
A collection of Reid’s photographs, showing views of Westminster
and London.

Rubinstein, Andy

Just like the country: memories of London families who
settled in the new cottage estates 1919–1939
This book provides a fascinating view of one of the most
significant periods of change in the history of mass housing
provision in the years following the first world war.

00881150
01212967
01313407

Salt, Chrys

Of whole heart cometh hope: centenary memories of the
Co-operative Women’s Guild
A compilation of memories from long-standing members of the
Co-operative Women’s Guild.

01212914

Savage, John

Picture Post idols
The stars of the forties and fifties seen through the lenses of
some of the greatest photojournalists and portrait photographers
of all time.

01663121
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Scott, Pat

The perfect playground : childhood memories of the Crystal
Palace
Recollections of Crystal Palace drawn from interviews with
yesterday’s children, speaking about what it meant to them.

00881159

Schweitzer, Pam

Across the Irish Sea: Memories of London Irish Pensioners
The stories featured give a unique insight into the social
conditions of life in Ireland experienced in the 1930s.

04520396

Schweitzer, Pam

Age exchanges: reminiscence projects for children and older 01356717
01533671
people
This book provides practical examples of inter-generational
01606567
reminiscence work.

Schweitzer, Pam

All our Christmases: memories of Christmas past
Pensioners recall late night Christmas shopping, making their
own decorations, the ritual of Christmas pudding stirring and
wishing, the last minute search for a turkey at a knockdown
price, the Christmas meal and the festivities which followed.

01212931
01212936
01313428
01404558

Schweitzer, Pam

Can we afford the doctor? : memories of health care
This book examines health and social welfare in the early part of
the 20th century when people often had to rely on their own
resources and remedies to cope with illness or disability.

01212917
01213074
01404956
01977695

Schweitzer, Pam

Good morning children: memories of school days in the
1920s and 1930s
A collection of pensioners’ memories of their school days across
the country.

01212952
01313421
01404965
03633862

Schweitzer, Pam

Goodnight children, everywhere: memories of evacuation in
World War 2
A remarkable collection of first hand experiences of evacuation
in the Second World War. The contributors speak honestly, in
many cases for the first time, about the upheaval they went
through as children, illustrating their stories with letters they
wrote at the time and the photos of themselves which were taken
to send home to their parents.

01212924
01243624

Schweitzer, Pam

Grandmother’s footsteps: older people remember their
grandparents
Travel back in time to meet people born in the nineteenth century
through the memories of their grandchildren, now in their
seventies and eighties.

04520405

Schweitzer, Pam

Living through the Blitz: Londoners remember
A collection of older people’s memories of 1940.

01212908
01202909

Schweitzer, Pam

Many happy retirements: a collection of personal reflections
Older people share their experience of the retirement process.
The book includes some of the sketches developed for
performance on pre-retirement courses and memory triggers for
use in discussions.

01212913
01212929
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Schweitzer, Pam

My first job: Greenwich pensioners’ memories of starting
work
An anthology of memories and photographs from older people
who started work between 1912 and 1940.

01212968
01404962
01535063
01535064

Schweitzer, Pam

On the river: memories of a working river
A unique set of recollections of many older Londoners who have
lived by and worked on the River Thames.

04520390

Schweitzer, Pam

Our lovely hops: memories of hop-picking in Kent
Memories of hop-picking in Kent, plus over 100 delightful photos
of work and play ‘down hopping’.

01212887

Schweitzer, Pam

The time of our lives: memories of leisure in the 1920s and
1930s
A compilation of pensioners’ recollections of their leisure time.

01212891
01404578
01404579

Schweitzer, Pam

What did you do in the war, Mum?: women recall their
wartime work
The story of women’s work and lives during the First and
especially the Second World Wars. At this time, a whole new
range of activities suddenly became open to women and this
book tells how they coped.

01212916
01313416
01404964
01975888

Schweitzer, Pam

When the lights go on again: memories of V.E. day and after
Londoners’ happy and sad memories of the period after the end
of the war.

04520397

Seaborne, Mike

London In The Thirties
This book features Cyril Arapoff’s photographs, taken throughout
London.

01726574

Shaw, Joan

The joy of music in maturity
A book for those who organise creative music activity
programmes. The monthly themes are co-ordinated with songs,
ideas for visual aids, announcements, staff involvement and
volunteer participation.

03821939

Stewart, Brian

Rupert: the Rupert Bear dossier
This book follows the story of the creation of Rupert, the loveable
bear from Nutwood, from his first appearance in the Daily
Express in 1920. Lavishly illustrated with colour pictures, this
book will bring back memories for all those to whom Rupert is an
enduring childhood hero.

01404934

Surrey Federation of
Women’s Institutes

Surrey within living memory
Memories of Surrey compiled from its residents.

01491296

Swinglehurst,
Edmund

Cook’s Tours : The Story Of Popular Travel
A light-hearted but complete and informative picture of the
evolution of popular travel from 1850 to the present day.

01201515

Thomas, Tony

The films of the forties
A personal assessment of 100 major feature films produced in
Hollywood in the 1940s.

01606426
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Thompson, Julian

Imperial War Museum’s victory in Europe experience: from
D-day to the destruction of the Third Reich
Published to mark the 60th anniversary of VE Day, the book
contains reproduction documents and an audio CD.

07123722

Vermilye, Jerry

The films of the thirties
One hundred major feature films produced during the golden age
of moviemaking in Hollywood during the 1930s.

01606423

Waller, Jane

Women in wartime: the role of women’s magazines 1939-1945 03338726
This book provides a full commentary on home life during the
wartime years.

Weaver, Rebecca

Machines in the home
This book tells the story of some of the most memorable and
important inventions that affected life in the home.

01142166

Weightman, Gavin

Picture Post Britain
A unique pictorial history of Britain in one of the nation’s most
dramatic periods – from Munich to Suez – seen through the eyes
of Picture Post’s pioneering photo-journalists.

00753512
01143984

Wood, Maggie

We wore what we’d got: women’s clothes in World War 2
Recollections, pictures and advertisements during a time of
shortages and government restrictions.

00261569
01212874
01213037
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Cassettes
Musical quiz
The 80 tunes selected for Musical Quiz are all-time favourites
which will trigger many memories. The tunes are played twice,
one after the other, to give the listener time to guess the tune
correctly.

01533689
06979477
06979480

Sing along
(For use with ‘Song Book: words for 100 popular songs’)
The song book for use with this cassette can be found in the
activity books section of the catalogue.

01313397
01788329
05450317
05456923

01533691
Sounds nostalgic: radio theme tunes from the 40s and 50s
Specially compiled from BBC Radio Archives and contains
05454962
excerpts of famous radio programme theme tunes from the 1940s
and 1950s. The collection includes Mrs Dale’s Diary & Music
While you Work.
ElderSong

Sing-Along with ElderSong Series Volume 1
Lyrics book with an accompanying music cassette.

06570309
06987101

ElderSong

Sing-Along with ElderSong Series Volume 2
Lyrics book with an accompanying music cassette.

06570310
06987102

ElderSong

Sing-Along with ElderSong Series Volume 3
Lyrics book with an accompanying music cassette.

06570311
06987103

ElderSong

Sing-Along with ElderSong Series Volume 4
Lyrics book with an accompanying music cassette.

06570312
06987104

Gober, Billy

Seatworks: keep fit while you sit
Cassette with instructions for seated exercises.

04718853
05454780

Palmer, Jean

Memories shared thro’ song
The cassette and accompanying booklet features songs from
1907-1981, and is designed to be used in a reminiscence
session.

04718479
04718480
05049486
05049487

Stickland, Ros

Gentle exercises for the elderly
10 simple exercises, for all parts of the body, accompanied by
piano music.

03951039
05453043
05456939
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Individual Artists on Cassette
The Andrews Sisters
Fred Astaire

Irving Berlin
Jack Buchanan
Max Bygraves
Max Bygraves
Max Bygraves

The very best of the Andrews Sisters
Shall we dance: Fred Astaire: original performances 19261937
Crazy feet!
The golden age of Fred Astaire
Centenary: a celebration (all instrumental)
Irving Berlin ‘centenary celebration’: the great British dance
bands (some vocals)
Irving Berlin song book
This'll make you whistle
SingaLongaWarYears: Vol. 2
The collection
Sing-a-long favourites: 90 minutes of music

Max Bygraves
Eddie Cantor
Hoagy Carmichael
Nat King Cole
Billy Cotton
Bing Crosby
Bing Crosby
Bing Crosby
Ken Dodd
Fats Domino
Gracie Fields
Gracie Fields
Gracie Fields
Gracie Fields
Ella Fitzgerald
Ella Fitzgerald
Flanagan & Allen
George Formby

An hour of Max Bygraves
Makin’ whoopee!
Stardust & much more
Let’s face the music!
Crazy weather
Bing Crosby
Bing sings the great songs
Bing Crosby collection
An hour of Ken Dodd: his greatest hits
Fats Domino
Queen of hearts
Sing as we go
(EMI version)
Sing as we go
(Empress recording co. version)
An hour of Gracie Fields
A portrait of Ella Fitzgerald
First Lady of Swing
Underneath the arches
All the hits of George Formby

Judy Garland
Gilbert & Sullivan
Henry Hall
Geraldo
The Ink Spots
Al Jolson
Al Jolson
Al Jolson
Al Jolson
Al Jolson & Bing
Crosby
Mario Lanza
Mario Lanza
Mario Lanza
Sir Harry Lauder
Vera Lynn
Vera Lynn

Unforgettable Judy Garland: 16 Golden Classics
The best of Gilbert & Sullivan: over 80 minutes of music
Seein' is believin'
Take the A train
The Best of the Ink Spots
Unforgettable Al Jolson: golden classics
The great Jolson
The world’s greatest entertainer
Al Jolsen: 20 golden greats
The legendary Al & Bing

Vera Lynn
Vera Lynn

Vera Lynn remembers
The war years

Fred Astaire
Fred Astaire
Irving Berlin
Irving Berlin

20 golden favourites
Be my love
Christmas with Mario Lanza
Roamin’ in the gloaming’
This is Vera Lynn
The Vera Lynn collection

05450326
05450314
01788339
05450514
05450332
05450337
01601116
01201999
03512037
05450508
05049484
05049485
05450502
03633864
01535691
01535075
05450512
05450504
05450310
05450322
05450531
01535088
05450505
01404896
05450321
01535065
05450318
05450339
01202005
01213004
01535697
01404590
05450510
01201952
01201984
05450306
01313387
00941694
05450520
05450532
05450335
05450300
01201956
05455379
01202004
01213041
05450305
05450325
05450524
05450333
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Vera Lynn
Glenn Miller and His
Orchestra
Glenn Miller and His
Orchestra
Glenn Miller and His
Orchestra
Glenn Miller and His
Orchestra
Mrs Mills
George Mitchell
Minstrels
Ivor Novello
Ivor Novello
Jack Payne
Cole Porter
Dick Powell
Paul Robeson
Paul Robeson
Harry Roy
Frank Sinatra
Frank Sinatra
Frank Sinatra
Frank Sinatra
Dorothy Squires
Richard Tauber
Shirley Temple
Paul Whiteman

20 family favourites
The best of Glenn Miller

04253338
05450309

The Glen Miller Orchestra's greatest hits 1940-1942

01601113

Magic moments with Glenn Miller

05450516

The collection

01788338

An hour of Mrs Mills Piano Favourites
Down memory lane : with the Black and White Minstrels

01535082
01535091

The classic shows
An hour of Ivor Novello
Radio nights : Jack Payne and his BBC Dance Orchestra
1929-1931
The song is … Cole Porter
On the avenue
The glorious voice of … Paul Robeson
The Paul Robeson collection
Everybody's swingin' it now
The Frank Sinatra Christmas album
The Frank Sinatra Collection
Sinatra 80th: all the best
Screen Sinatra
Say it with flowers
The golden age of Richard Tauber
Little miss wonderful
When day is done : recordings 1924-1934

00941702
01213028
01202009
05450513
01201998
05450301
05450328
01202015
04252687
01601124
05450517
01213030
01535089
05450316
05450529
01201968
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Miscellaneous Artists
All our yesterdays: 50 unforgettable memories
A sentimental journey through the 50s
Altogether now
Bands of the British Army: March to Glory
The best of British Dance bands
The big band beat
An hour of brass band music
Carols at Christmas
Children’s Christmas party
D-Day 50 years on: music from British military bands
Dance bands USA 1925-1935
The dance band years: the 1920s
Dancetime strict-tempo : sequence dancing
Dance band hits of the Blitz
The day war broke out: musical and mirthful memories of the Second
World War
The Dixieland story
The fabulous 50s
Film star parade
An hour of the great singers of yesteryear
The great MGM stars : magic moments from the musicals
Great radio crooners: love is on the air tonight
The great stars salute Irving Berlin
Great voices of our time: Paul Robeson, John McCormack, Richard
Tauber, Webster Booth, Peter Dawson
Hit list 1958
The Hollywood collectables
Hollywood sings: stars of the silver screen
Keep smiling through: 18 original ditties
Listen to the banned!
Million selling hits of the 40s
Music, maestro, please
Music of the military
Music of yesteryear: set 1
Pack contains the following 12 cassettes: Fred Astaire, Gracie Fields, Vera
Lynn, Ruby Murray, Dance band hits of the Blitz, The fabulous fifties, Golden
songs of stage and screen, Great singers of yesteryear, Swing – small
groups 1931-36, Sing-along banjo party, The vintage bands & Victory in
Europe – 1945.
Music of yesteryear: set 2
Pack contains the following 12 cassettes: Gracie Fields, Mrs Mills, Great
singers of yesteryear, Dance to your 40 all-time ballroom hits, Million selling
hits of the 40s, The golden age of Paul Robeson, Dorothy Squires, Million
selling hits of the 50s, Great voices of our time, Fats Domino, Songs that won
the war, Dance band hits of the Blitz.

01913819
01535066
01535090
01462037
05450304
01601091
01213035
05450312
01535079
01535080
04252686
04252688
01601106
01213051
01313389
04125266
01535093
01788336
01213032
01462644
05450313
01535069
01788337
01201963
01535070
05450533
01201978
01202011
01201966
05450308
04253337
01201937
05450521
05450525
05450527
05450329
00929408
01201987
01535071
01535086
05452278

01241795
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Radio Days
Various artists from the early days of radio in the 1930s
The Ragtime Collection: 20 original greats 1906-1930
The song is… Jerome Kern
16 Jerome Kern tracks performed by various artists.
Sing-along banjo party
The songs and stars of the thirties
South Pacific : original film soundtrack
Up with the curtain: stars of the variety theatre
The white cliffs of Dover
(2 cassettes version)
The white cliffs of Dover
(1 cassette version)
Your own….your very own… stars of the music hall
The 1930s: small combos

05450515
01213087
01202037
01535092
03249183
05450523
01201988
01512711
04253336
01201991
03173116
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Spoken Word Cassette
The Archers
Arlott, John
Duce, Joan
The Goons
Grenfell, Joyce

Vintage Archers (BBC)
John Arlott: the voice of cricket (BBC)
I Remember, I Remember: 118 favourite poems
This is the spoken edition of the book which can be found in the
‘Themed Topic Books’ section of the catalogue
Goon Show classics: volume 3 (BBC)
Joyce Grenfell requests the pleasure (BBC)

Hancock, Tony
I.T.M.A
I.T.M.A
Miles, Bernard
Miller, Max
Morecambe & Wise
Much Binding in the
Marsh
Navy Lark

Hancock’s half hour (BBC)
I.T.M.A: it’s that man again: four historic shows
I.T.M.A. 2: it’s that man again: four historic shows
Bernard Miler: monologues and poetry
Max Miller: the cheeky chappie
Morecambe and Wise: Get out of that!
Much Binding in the Marsh (BBC)

Ray, Ted
Round the Horne

Ray’s a laugh (BBC)
Round the Horne (BBC)

Round the Horne
Take it from Here

Round the Horne 7 (BBC)
Take it from Here (BBC)

05451648
01462096
01213048
03886299
05451628
01462101
05456950
05452339
05451637
05452335
01201993
03330256
03820690
05451652
03330252
04350984
05451633
05451636
05451624
05451640
05451625
05451629

The Navy Lark (BBC)

Miscellaneous Spoken Word Cassettes
Sounds Nostalgic: Voices from the 40s and 50s
Specially compiled from BBC Radio Archives and contains
famous voices from the 1940s and 1950s. Politicians, radio
broadcasters, royalty and show business personalities are
included.

01462090
01535709
01535720

The Second World War: original recordings from the BBC
sound archives
A unique chronicle of war recordings, beginning with Neville
Chamberlain’s historic declaration of war on Germany in 1939
and ending with the sounds of rejoicing crowds on VJ Day in
August 1945.

06979493
(1995 ed.)
06979486
(1989 ed.)
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Oral History Cassettes
Oral History Archive presents: I Remember, I Remember………
I remember: all the fun of the fair
Local fairs recalled by showmen and punters since 1900
I remember: Christmas past
Celebrating Christmas before World War II
I remember: courting days
Courtship, marriage and sexuality between the wars
I remember: entertainment
Popular entertainment and favourite pastimes
I remember: farming life
Memories of life and work on Leicestershire’s farms
I remember: home remedies
Cures for everything from cuts to amputations
I remember: Leicester market
Stallholders, pitchers and customers recall the market
I remember: Leicester’s trams
From horse trams to buses
I remember: maids & mistresses
Life in domestic service in the 1920s and 1930s
I remember: on the railways
Drivers, signalmen and others talk about their lives on the
railway
I remember: the three Rs
Local people remember their schooldays
I remember: the Women’s Land Army
Women working on the land in the two world wars

01461947
01461959
01461971
01461964
01461976
05452512
01461970
01461958
01461954
01461966
01461978
01461948
01461960
01461972
01461950
01461962
01461974
01461956
01461968
01461980
01461953
01461965
01461977
01461955
01461967
01461979
01461945
01461957
01461969
01461951
01461963
01461975
01461949
01461961
01461973

Other Oral History Cassettes
Imperial War
Museum

The Battle of Britain: July–October 1940
Extracts from the Imperial War Museum’s collection of recorded
interviews

01464239
01464240

Imperial War
Museum

The Home Front 1939–1945
Extracts from the Imperial War Museum’s collection of recorded
interviews

01464242
01464243
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CDs
06987108
Musical quiz
The 80 tunes selected for Musical Quiz are evergreen all-time
favourites which will trigger many memories. The tunes are played
twice, one after the other, to give the listener time to guess the
tune correctly.
Sounds Nostalgic: radio theme tunes from the 40s and 50s
Specially compiled from BBC Radio Archives and contains
excerpts of famous radio programme theme tunes from the
1940s and 1950s.The collection includes Mrs Dale’s Diary &
Music While you Work.

06987106

Sounds Nostalgic: voices from the 40s & 50s
Specially compiled from BBC Radio Archives and contains
famous voices from the 1940s and 1950s. Politicians, radio
broadcasters, royalty and show business personalities are
included.

06987105

ElderSong

Sing-Along with ElderSong Series: Volume 1
Lyrics book with an accompanying CD.

06987101

ElderSong

Sing-Along with ElderSong Series: Volume 2
Lyrics book with an accompanying CD.

06987102

ElderSong

Sing-Along with ElderSong Series: Volume 3
Lyrics book with an accompanying CD.

06987103

ElderSong

Sing-Along with ElderSong Series: Volume 4
Lyrics book with an accompanying CD

06987104

Calling all workers
Hits of Stage, Screen & Radio from the War Years

01978008
05079215

D-Day : a Commemoration in sound
Set of 5 CDs containing songs, music, broadcasts and speeches
on D-Day from the BBC archives.

01519303

The BBC at war 1938-1945: extracts from the BBC’s wartime
archive
Contains extracts from the BBC “Eyewitness” series, along with
subsequent reminiscences. They also reveal life on the home
front, as the BBC became the voice of a nation in some of the
darkest days of the century. (58 mins).

05455001

Wartime memories
Performed by the Royal Air Force Squadronaires

01878964

Wish me luck as you wave me goodbye
Popular songs of the war years

05457190

Miscellaneous Artists
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Videos
Pathe Year to Remember Series
Each video in this series lasts for approximately 55 minutes and contains a wealth of
information about the events, people and music of each year.
01212945
01212944
01213082
01212946
01212941
01212943
01212998
01212942
01212940
01404586
01212979
01212978
01213000
01212977
01212976
01212975
01213081
01212999
01404585
01212989
01241802
01241801
01241800
04019907
01241798
01241805
01241804
01241803
03174792
01805298
03174791
03174787
03174789
03174788

A year to remember: 1930
A year to remember: 1931
A year to remember: 1932
A year to remember: 1933
A year to remember: 1934
A year to remember: 1935
A year to remember: 1936
A year to remember: 1937
A year to remember: 1938
A year to remember: 1939
A year to remember: 1940
A year to remember: 1941
A year to remember: 1942
A year to remember: 1943
A year to remember: 1944
A year to remember: 1945
A year to remember: 1946
A year to remember: 1947
A year to remember: 1948
A year to remember: 1949
A year to remember: 1950
A year to remember: 1951
A year to remember: 1952
A year to remember: 1953
A year to remember: 1956
A year to remember: 1957
A year to remember: 1958
A year to remember: 1959
A year to remember: 1964
A year to remember: 1965
A year to remember: 1966
A year to remember: 1967
A year to remember: 1968
A year to remember: 1969
Textbook/skills videos
Communicating with the Alzheimer’s-type population
This practical documentary by Naomi Feil offers caregivers methods for
communicating with disorientated old people. The video shows what to do
when an older person wanders from home, doesn’t recognize her family and
becomes abusive. 19 minutes long.

01533676
(1991)

The more we get together
Naomi Feil’s training video teaches her validation techniques for people
working with disorientated older people. Presented in two parts, the video
shows how to recognise the stages of disorientation, how to build trust and
how to set up a validation group. 44 minutes long.

05452419
(1986)
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Activity videos
Fit is fun: spring into action
Exercise video. 30 minutes.

03821943

Forever fit: chair exercises for the physically disabled and
living longer population
30 minute workout video. The programme has been tested in
nursing homes and day centres and is designed to improve
muscle strength, circulation, co-ordination and flexibility.

01726547

Gently does it!
2 sessions of seated exercises in different videos of 23 and 28
minutes in length.

06491320
06491321

Karaoke video! : karaoke party : Volume 9
Sing along to 15 Karaoke video hits including: The Hokey
Cokey, Knees up Mother Brown, Danny Boy & Show me the
Way to go Home.

01913792

Karaoke video! : golden classics : Volume 14
Sing along to 15 Karaoke video hits including: Some Enchanted
Evening, Daniel, Strangers in the Night & I Write the Songs.

01913820

SingaLongaWarYears!
(1989), 55 minutes.

01239194
01239195

Songs that won the war
Presented by Dame Vera Lynn, this video brings you back to
wartime Britain through original artist performance, movie and
newsreel footage, (1994) 65 minutes.

01833817

The antiques challenge
A reminiscence video game featuring precious objects of the
past. Video lasts 20 minutes and contains 12 different images
with associated on-screen questions.

05017776

05017779
The toys of yesteryear challenge
A reminiscence video game featuring toys of the past. Video lasts 05017777
20 minutes and contains 12 different images with associated onscreen questions.
05017780
The upstairs downstairs challenge
A reminiscence video game featuring unusual objects of the past. 05017778
Video lasts 20 minutes and contains 12 different images with
associated on-screen questions.
01663136
Trivial Pursuit: the music master game
This 66 minute video contains 99 fascinating clips from the ‘50s
01663137
to the ‘90s of news events, sport, music and entertainment. Each 05457280
nostalgic clip is accompanied by a hit music track from the same
year. Questions in the accompanying booklet will test your
knowledge, both musical and general, as well as your powers of
observation.
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Hudson, Ben

Yesterday, today, tomorrow: providing quality dementia care 05825093
A video training programme with handbook for care staff.
Produced by the Alzheimer’s Society.

MacRae, C

Gentle fitness
6 sessions of exercises, with varying difficulty levels, lasting
between 7 and 18 minutes each.

04718497
04718499

Drama & Documentary videos
British Movietone News: Volume 5 – Animal classics
British Movietone News had an unrivalled reputation covering
major political issues, sporting events and topical matters of the
day. This video includes many items which the elderly in care
would have seen at the cinema. Lasts 60 minutes.

01535753

British Movietone News: Volume 6 – Challenge of the sea
British Movietone News had an unrivalled reputation covering
major political issues, sporting events and topical matters of the
day. This video includes many items which the elderly in care
would have seen at the cinema. Lasts 60 minutes.

01535703

British Movietone News: Volume 7 – Motoring & racing
1929-1979
British Movietone News had an unrivalled reputation covering
major political issues, sporting events and topical matters of the
day. This video includes many items which the elderly in care
would have seen at the cinema. Lasts 60 minutes.

01212973

British Movietone News: Volume 9 - Horse race greats
British Movietone News had an unrivalled reputation covering
major political issues, sporting events and topical matters of the
day. This video includes many items which the elderly in care
would have seen at the cinema. Lasts 60 minutes.

0131417

By-gone decades: remembering the 30s
Video cassette and booklet of a collection of photographs
designed to help people remember life in Britain in the 1930s.

01201938

By-gone decades: remembering the 50s
Video cassette and booklet of a collection of photographs
designed to help people remember life in Britain in the 1950s.

01201926

04019906
Country Ways Spring
A collection of Spring scenes from the southern English counties.
Video One (1991), 55 minutes.
Diana: a celebration, 1961-1997: the official BBC
commemorative video
BBC (1997), 60 minutes

03993530

Edward and Sophie: A Royal Celebration
BBC (1999), 99 minutes.

04304209
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Elizabeth: Heart of the Nation
A video portrait of Her Majesty the Queen Mother, (1990), 50
minutes.

01313139

Great Britain: Our changing times: Fifties
Produced by Reader’s Digest (1994), 60 minutes

03460239
03478487

Great Britain - Our changing times: Sixties
Produced by Reader’s Digest (1994), 60 minutes

03478488

Hancock: ‘The Lift’ with the ‘Ladies’ Man’ and ‘Lord Byron
lived here’
BBC (1985), 90 minutes.

01512668

Her Majesty the Queen: 70 glorious years
(1996), 60 minutes.

01788335

How we used to live 1902-26: Episodes 1-5
This is part of the award-winning series from Yorkshire
Television, which follows the lives of two families and illustrates
the domestic life of the rich and poor, new inventions, politics,
and changing social and moral attitudes.
Each episode is 21 minutes in length.

01244885

How we used to live 1902-26: Episodes 6-10
This is part of the award-winning series from Yorkshire
Television, which follows the lives of two families and illustrates
the domestic life of the rich and poor, new inventions, politics,
and changing social and moral attitudes.
Each episode is 21 minutes in length.

01244886

How we used to live 1902-26: Episodes 11-15
This is part of the award-winning series from Yorkshire
Television, which follows the lives of two families and illustrates
the domestic life of the rich and poor, new inventions, politics,
and changing social and moral attitudes.
Each episode is 21 minutes in length.

01244858

How we used to live 1902-26: Episodes 16-20
This is part of the award winning series from Yorkshire
Television, which follows the lives of two families and illustrates
the domestic life of the rich and poor, new inventions, politics,
and changing social and moral attitudes.
Each episode is 21 minutes in length.

01244869

How we used to live 1936-1953: Episodes 1-5
This is part of the award-winning series from Yorkshire
Television. The Hodgkins are a fictional family whose joys,
sorrows, financial problems, social attitudes, war-time dangers
and deprivations are shared by the viewer.
Each episode is 21 minutes in length.

01606411
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How we used to live 1936-1953: Episodes 6-10
This is part of the award-winning series from Yorkshire
Television. The Hodgkins are a fictional family whose joys,
sorrows, financial problems, social attitudes, war-time dangers
and deprivations are shared by the viewer.
Each episode is 21 minutes in length.

01606413

How we used to live 1936-1953: Episodes 11-15
This is part of the award-winning series from Yorkshire
Television. The Hodgkins are a fictional family whose joys,
sorrows, financial problems, social attitudes, war-time dangers
and deprivations are shared by the viewer.
Each episode is 21 minutes in length.

01606410

How We Used to Live 1936-1953: Episodes 16-20
This is part of the award-winning series from Yorkshire
Television. The Hodgkins are a fictional family whose joys,
sorrows, financial problems, social attitudes, war-time dangers
and deprivations are shared by the viewer.
Each episode is 21 minutes in length.

01606412

Joyce Grenfell entertains
This is a unique collection of some of the best of Joyce Grenfell’s
monologues and songs.
BBC (1990), 58 minutes.

01427587
01512664
01512665
05450538

Keeping the wheels turning: women and children at war
1939-1945
A video of seven films from the archive of the Imperial War
Museum focusing on the activities of women and children whose
lives were affected in various ways by the Second World War.
Areas highlighted are women in factories, the role of women in
the home, evacuation and education. Each short film lasts
between 8 and 15 minutes.

01512703
01512705

Laurel & Hardy: Pardon Us
(1992), In colour, 52 minutes.

01512663

Listening to Britain: a Jennings trilogy
Humphrey Jennings (1907-1950) is generally regarded as
Britain’s greatest documentary film maker and it was during the
Second World War that he achieved his finest work. These three
films were widely shown by the Ministry of Information, now
produced from the archive of the Imperial War Museum.
‘The Heart of Britain’ (1941) 10 minutes, ‘Listen to Britain’
(1942) 19 minutes, and ‘A Diary for Timothy’ (1946) 40
minutes.

01512706

Motor cycling: Britain’s golden years
Re-experience the great days of British motorcycling. Murray
Walker introduces archive film footage of racing at Brooklands,
the first “scramble” of 1924, an Ilkley trial deep in moorland mud,
and BSAs and Harley Ds in the Sahara in 1941. A Visinews
video, 54 minutes.

01313138
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Queen Elizabeth II: the 40th anniversary portrait
(1992), 53 minutes.

05454451

Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother: 90 glorious years
BBC (1990), 90 minutes.

01427588

Reflections: childhood
A video quiz tape which intersperses filmed material with
questions and multiple choice answers relating to memories of
the past. In this video three pensioners return to the streets
where they grew up and remember their childhood.

01313160

Reflections: Monty’s Museum
A video quiz tape which intersperses filmed material with
questions and multiple choice answers relating to memories of
the past. This video covers Monty’s Private Museum, described
as an Aladdin’s cave of memorabilia.

01313149

Reflections: starting out
A video quiz tape which intersperses filmed material with
questions and multiple choice answers relating to memories of
the past. This video covers memories of weddings, buying a
house and running it in the 20s and 30s.

01213040

Royal Champion: the Queen Mother and her beloved horses
(1987), 52 minutes.

01313150

Royal London 1981
A souvenir video guide to Royal London in 1981 – the historic
year of the Royal Wedding of H.R.H. Prince Charles to Lady
Diana Spencer. Full of interesting and amusing information and
anecdotes, (1981), 30 minutes.

03085357

Royal Wedding: H.R.H. The Prince Andrew & Miss Sarah
Ferguson
BBC (1986), 100 minutes.

01212974

Southend: bygone years on film
A compilation of movie film showing life in the town, holidaymakers, the sea-front and pier from 1909 to 1976. An East
Anglian Film Archive video, 42 minutes

05457186

Surrey on film 1914-1953: a community in peace and war
Historic archive film which portrays Surrey between 1914-1953.
The towns and villages represented include: Chobham,
Godalming, Hersham, Horley, Leatherhead, Reigate,
Shackleford, Walton-on-Thames, and Woking.
61 minutes.

06570807

The 1940s: music, memories & milestones
An exciting look at the forties using original footage and music of
the time, 54 minutes.

03085358

The Duke of Windsor
(1989), 30 minutes.

01313125
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The house of Windsor: 75 years of the Royal family
From Edward and Mrs Simpson to Charles and Diana, (1992),
62 minutes.

05452192

The Queen Mother: A life of our Times
(1989), 55 minutes.

05450743

The true glory: D-Day to VE Day
Best documentary Oscar winner 1945 (1994), 81 minutes.

01600796

The way we used to live: Edwardian times
Produced by Ian Allen (1994), 70 minutes

03478509
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DVDs
Churchill’s Bodyguard: 1. Walter meets Winston
This is part one in the story of Walter Thompson, Churchill’s
bodyguard, and a Detective Inspector from Scotland Yard.
Walter saves his boss from an IRA assassination attempt.

03886285

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 2. Lawrence & Walter save the day
Walter was given the challenge of keeping his boss alive during
a visit to the Middle East.

03886286

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 3. Nearly killed in New York
In 1929 Churchill ceased to be Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Thompson stopped guarding him but within 2 years he was
recalled as Churchill had gained new enemies.

03886287

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 4. Indian Nationalist Assassin
On a tour of the USA, Walter was forced to draw his gun on
three occasions to protect Churchill.

03886288

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 5. Nazi sniper plan
During the 1930s Churchill’s opposition to Hitler made him a
marked man.

03886289

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 6. Dangerous travels
The beginning of WW2 and the most active and nerve-wracking
years of Walter’s career.

03886290

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 7. Surviving the Blitz
June 1940 and Walter had to cope as best he could.

03886291

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 8. Attack at the Flying Boat dock
An enormous increase in responsibility for Walter as the USA
entered into WW2.

03886292

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 9. Winston’s double
The middle of 1942 Winston and Walter brave the Luftwaffe,
travelling to Egypt and the Soviet Union.

03886293

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 10. Suicide attack in Tehran
Churchill, Stalin and Roosevelt under threat at the Tehran
Conference.

03886294

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 11. The kiss of life?
When Churchill was extremely ill, Walter stayed by his side.

03886295

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 12. The sewer bomb
Greek guerrillas attempt to assassinate Churchill in Athens.

03886296

Churchill’s Bodyguard: 13. Love him to death
On VE day Walter is called upon once more to protect his boss.

03886297
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Music Scores & Songbooks
Miscellaneous Music Scores
1900-1920: Song Album
Radio Days: Housewives’ choice: song album
Radio Days: Music while you work: song album
Radio Days: Friday night is music night: song album
Remember when: songs full of memories of childhood
Stage & screen: song album
The thirties: song album
The forties: song album
The fifties: song album
The War years: song album

01212957
01663129
01663128
01663127
04374249
01313266
01313432
01462060
01212934
01462059
01462061
01212933

Leitch, Michael

Great Songs Of World War 2
31 songs which kept up the spirits of civilians and forces during
the dark days of the Second World War. It includes 96 pages of
fascinating text and 180 photos of the home front.

01663126

Ulverscroft

Ulverscroft Large Print Song Book
(Music Edition)
Over 100 songs with simplified piano accompaniments. Includes
chords for guitar and autoharp. Please see below for the
accompanying songbooks

05704915

Ulverscroft

Ulverscroft Large Print Song Book
(Words Only Edition)
This accompanies the music edition. Up to 5 copies are
available. Please see above for the accompanying music score.

06987096
06987097
06987098
06987099
06987100
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Postcards
Bygone days 1: postcards
Box of 20 postcards of well-known adverts.

01243387
01512688

Bygone days 2
Box of 20 postcards of well-known adverts.

01243379
03886719

Bygone Days 3
Box of 20 postcards of well-known adverts.

01243377
01512690

Early 20th century advertising: postcards
Box of 10 postcards from the Robert Opie Collection

01201932

Faces that live forever: postcards
Box of 48 postcards featuring black and white photographs of
famous performers.

01536069
01536070
01606414
01606415

01201936
Famous comics: postcards – Set 1
5 cards in set: ‘The Hotspur’, ‘Film Fun Annual’, ‘The Beano’, ‘The
Wizard’ and ‘Girl’
Famous comics: postcards – Set 2
5 cards in set: ‘The Hotspur’, ‘Film Fun Annual’, ‘The Dandy’,
‘Eagle’ and ‘Girl’

01201935

Famous comics: postcards – Set 3
5 cards in set: ‘Film Fun Annual’, ‘The Beano’, ‘The Wizard’,
‘Eagle’ and ‘Girl’

01201934

Hollywood classic films: postcards
Box of 20 postcards featuring original film posters of classic films
including ‘Casablanca’, ‘Seven Year Itch’, ‘The Jazz Singer’ and
‘Blue Skies’.

01243373
01511371
01512691

Hollywood greats
Box of 20 postcards of Hollywood stars.

01512684

01244860
Memorabilia: postcards
Box of 50 postcards from the famous Francis Frith Collection
archive of towns and villages in the British West Country between
1860 and 1940.
Shipping lines: postcards
Box of 20 postcards featuring a range of liners from the golden
age of travel.

01243384
01512687

Vintage cars: postcards
Box of 20 postcards of vintage cars.

01243374
01512686

Vintage travel: postcards
Box of 20 postcards of vintage trains, boats, cars, motorcycles
and planes.

01243383
01512692
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World War 1 and World War 2: postcards
Set of 38 cards.

01201943
01202016
01202017
01212888
01462028

Imperial War
Museum

Animals at war: postcards
Set of 6 black & white photographs.

05454945

Imperial War
Museum

Children at war: postcards
Set of 6 black & white photographs.

05450526
05454949

Imperial War
Museum

Forties fashion: postcards
Set of 6 black & white photographs.

05450530

Imperial War
Museum

Horace Nicholls (1867-1941): postcards
Set of 6 black & white photographs.

05450534
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Flash Cards
By-Gone Decades: Remembering the 20s
A collection of 32 photographs designed to help people
remember life in Britain in the 1920s (NB. Number 12 is missing)

05070818

By-Gone Decades: Remembering the 30s
A collection of 32 photographs designed to help people
remember life in Britain in the 1930s (NB. 13 of the 32 cards are
missing from set)

05450500

ColorLibrary: Clothes: flashcards
96 colour photographs depicting items of clothing in six
categories: infants, children, women, men, sportswear &
accessories. A valuable tool for stimulating discussion and
language development.

04019928

04019933
ColorLibrary: Food: flashcards
96 colour photographs depicting food items in six categories: fruit,
vegetables, basics, prepared food, drinks & snacks. A valuable
tool for stimulating discussion and language development.
ColorLibrary: Home: flashcards
96 colour photographs depicting items found in the home in six
categories: lounge, dining room, kitchen, bedroom, bathroom &
study. A valuable tool for stimulating discussion and language
development.

04019930

ColorLibrary: Occupations: flashcards
96 colour photographs depicting various occupations in six
categories: arts & crafts, trades, health workers, public services,
transport & general. A valuable tool for stimulating discussion
and language development.

04019929

ColorLibrary: Possessions: flashcards
96 colour photographs depicting items of personal possessions
in six categories: care, children, domestic, leisure, personal &
toiletries. A valuable tool for stimulating discussion and
language development.

04019931

ColorLibrary: Sport & Leisure: flashcards
96 colour photographs depicting various sport and leisure
activities in six sports categories: adventure, team, individual,
hobbies, pastimes & entertainment. A valuable tool for
stimulating discussion and language development.

04019932

Decades Pack : 1940s: Flash cards
20 black and white A4 photographs, plus a set of printed cards
which give a background to the content and relevance of the
photographs.

04019901

Happy Days: flashcards
25 cards showing family celebrations.

01242922
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Household treasures
25 shaped flashcards depicting household treasures and nursery
favourites.

05454942
06570321

Lifetimes: flashcards
A collection of A4 sized flashcards grouped into six sections:
Childhood, The Shops, Family Entertainment, Family Health,
Growing Up, and Going to Work.
There are four copies of each photograph so that several people
can look at the same photograph at the same time. A
comprehensive handbook accompanies the photographs.

01201931
01213076
01241810
01241811
01404977

Memory joggers 1940 – 1989: Royalty: flashcards
Book and 50 flash cards.

03951034

Memory Joggers 1940 – 1989: Entertainers:
flashcards
Book and 50 flash cards.

03480128
03951033

Nostalgia: banner headlines: flashcards
Photopack of original newspaper headlines from 1910-1950.
Includes a descriptive booklet.

01313124

01201930
Nostalgia: famous faces: flashcards
Photopack of well-known people who achieved fame between the 01201941
years 1920 and 1960.
01213073
01243390
01404958
01404981
05455367
06979488
Nostalgia: royalty: flashcards
Photopack of the Royal Family including Victoria, Edward VII,
George V, Edward VIII, George VI, and Elizabeth II.

03886298
06979489

Pairs: flashcards
60 black and white photographs showing 20 pairs of associated
objects including dustpan and brush, fish and chips, cup and
saucer, toast and marmalade and bat and ball.

01313267

Reminiscence: PackArt Grocery cards
A collection of cards showing well-known brands.

03635063

Then & now: objects: flashcards
Photopack of household items. There are two photographs of
each object, the model that was used earlier this century, and
then the modern version we are familiar with today. Includes a
descriptive booklet.

01213038

01212948
Then & now: vehicles: flashcards
Photopack of 20 different types of vintage and modern vehicles. A
descriptive booklet accompanies the photographs.
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Yesterday’s money: coin cards
8 flashcards which show the picture of an item, e.g. a bar of
chocolate. Attached to the flashcard are the actual pre-decimal
coins which would have been required to buy it.

01533027

Dynes, Robin

Memory box
Includes a guidebook and 120 discussion cards to help stimulate
general reminiscence, produce memory diaries, compile guided
autobiographies and facilitate life reviews. The discussion cards
cover family background, childhood & schooldays, adult life &
children, working life, events, achievements, places, people,
good times & bad times, favourite things, and love & romance.

07554512
07554513

Imperial War
Museum

Battle of Britain: flashcards
Set of 8 black & white photographs.

01464248
01464249
01605711

Imperial War
Museum

London at war: flashcards
Set of 8 black & white photographs of historic views.

01464262
01464263
01605712
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Posters
Advertising posters
Set of 10

01243391

The British Navy guards the freedom of us all: poster

01799997

D-Day: six historic photographs

06979492

Deserve victory: poster
Dig for victory: poster

01202030
01087367
01202044

Let us go forward together: poster

01202032

Join the ATS: poster

01202031

Keep mum, she’s not so dumb: poster

01202021
01244878
01242921

Lookback posters
Set of 9
Newspaper posters
Set of 10
Potato Pete and Doctor Carrot: poster

01535484
05457264
01800037

And still the railways carry on: poster

01202041

Come and help with the victory harvest: poster

01800034

Your Britain – fight for it now: poster

01799996

Just William: poster

01202040
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Document Folders
Produced by the Imperial War Museum, the following packs have reproduced items such as
identity cards, membership cards, ration books, pages from newspapers, posters etc., which
can be used to evoke memories.
01313251
The Battle of Britain: documents May to September 1940
This includes posters ‘Never Was so Much Owed by so Many to so Few’ &
01464265
‘Don’t Help the Enemy’, combat report by a Flight Lieutenant, local defence
volunteer membership card, ‘If the Invader Comes’ leaflet, and an extract from
‘Spot them in the Air’.
The Home Front: documents relating to life in Britain, 1939-1945
This includes a facsimile ration book, identity card, evacuation label, letter
from an evacuee, cookery leaflet number 11, page from V2 incident log, and
a front page from the News Chronicle announcing VE day.

01213083
03633919

03951045
Children in War: documents relating to the British Home Front 19391945
This includes posters ‘Useful Jobs that Girls Can Do’ & ‘Mother, Don’t Forget
Baby’s Cod Liver Oil and Orange Juice’, a letter from a 12 year old evacuee, a
school essay about an air raid, and a ‘Your Children’s Food in Wartime’
leaflet.
Victory Britain: from war to peace: documents 1942-1947
This includes a ‘Buying Permit’, a ‘Retail Price List and Bread Units Values’
issued when bread rationing began in 1946, a page from the Radio Times for
Friday 7 June 1947 when television broadcasts resumed, a ‘Full Guide to the
Beveridge Report on the Social Services’, and a poster: ‘And Now – Win the
Peace’.

01854619

D-Day: documents about Normandy landings 6 June 1944
This includes a map of Sword Beach, pages from a soldier’s diary, Allied
Intelligence map of the German Order of Battle, a letter from Montgomery,
poster showing types of landing craft and an aerial leaflet for French civilians.

01799800

Together: the contribution made in the Second World War by African,
Asian and Caribbean men and women
A multi-media resource pack relating to the contribution made in the Second
World War by African, Asian, and Caribbean men and women. The pack
includes a video of short original films, an audio tape of reminiscences,
facsimile full-colour posters, documents and 32 black and white photographs.

01854617
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Reminiscence Boxes
The Glenferrie reminiscence collection
A collection of household items which have been put together to stimulate the
memory by using the senses e.g. mothballs, a mousetrap, Sunlight soap,
‘Blue-bag’, fly paper and pre-decimal currency are some of the items
assembled along with practical guidelines on their use.

04211996
04211997
05791896
05791867

Reminiscence toy box: wooden toys
This contains a variety of wooden toys: table skittles, tic-tac-toe, pick-up
sticks, whip and top, cup and ball, skipping rope, yoyo, diabolo and hoop-la.

04371532
05791885
05791886
06570308

Smell Box
A box containing the following 14 bottles of Reminiscent Fragrances:
Lemon Juice; Lily of the Valley; Marzipan; New Cut Grass; Pear Drops; Rose;
the Dentist; Apple; Blackpool Rock; Carnation; Germolene; Hyacinth;
Lavender; Leather.

05457276
05457277
06987110
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Colouring Books
Sweet bird of youth: colouring book for Reminiscence
Colouring book with pages to be photocopied that have been produced for
anyone who feels they can use a little diversion, to spur discussion, a
memory, or maybe a story or two. Book includes ‘conversation prompters’
relating to the pictures and questions to try and get people to ‘dig deeper’.

06987094

Flashback: colouring book for Reminiscence
Colouring book with pages to be photocopied that have been produced for
anyone who feels they can use a little diversion, to spur discussion, a
memory, or maybe a story or two. Book includes ‘conversation prompters’
relating to the pictures and questions to try and get people to ‘dig deeper’.

06987092

Love that color! : flowers, birds and butterflies
Over 25 photocopiable A3 sized pictures to colour in.

03821948

Yesterdays & memories : colouring book for Reminiscence
Colouring book with pages to be photocopied that have been produced for
anyone who feels they can use a little diversion, to spur discussion, a
memory, or maybe a story or two. Book includes ‘conversation prompters’
relating to the pictures and questions to try and get people to ‘dig deeper’.

06987093
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Newspapers and Magazines
A selection of original newspapers and magazines. These can provide a valuable resource
for reminiscence sessions.
Reminiscence pack 1: newspapers and magazines 1914 – 1953
Pack of 6: Woman’s Friend (1926), Tit-Bits (1953), Daily Telegraph (1944),
Zoo (1937), Picture Post (1941), The War Pictures Weekly (1914).

06979460

Reminiscence pack 2: newspapers and magazines 1948 – 1953
Pack of 6: Picture Post (1938), News Chronicle (1952), The War Illustrated
(1942), The Picture Show (1948), Everybody’s Weekly (1953), The Times
(1945).

05457198

Reminiscence pack 3: newspapers and magazines 1953 – 1984
Pack of 4: Evening Standard (1967), Daily Mirror (1953), Daily Mirror (1984),
Picture Post (1955).

05457206

Reminiscence pack 4: children’s magazines and comics
Pack of 4: Smash (1968), Hobbies Weekly (1937), Kiddies’ Magazine (1944),
Children’s Magazine (1913).

05457227

Reminiscence pack 5: Children’s magazines and comics
Pack of 6: Schoolgirl’s Picture Library (1958), Boy’s Own Paper (1951),
Chicks’ Own (1945), Larks (1928), The Little Paper (1913), Girl (1955).

06979461

Reminiscence pack 6: Royalty
Pack of 1: Princess Anne: First Souvenir Book

05457199

Reminiscence pack 7: Royalty
The Royal Papers - part 36 only. ‘The Daily Sketch’ 1945, ‘The Evening
Standard’ & ‘Daily Mirror’ 1971. NB. This only shows newspaper articles
relating to the visits to Britain of Emperor Hirohito.

06979464

06979465
Reminiscence Pack 8: Royalty
Pack of 6: Supplement to ‘The Western Morning News’ Feb 16th 1952
(Homage to the King), ‘Punch’ Jan 29th 1936 (King George V Memorial issue),
‘Daily Mirror’ May 30th 1953 (preparations for the Coronation), ‘A Daily Mirror
Special’ 1969 to celebrate the Investiture of H.R.H. Prince Charles, ‘The
Illustrated London News’ April 20th 1957 (The Royal visit to France),
‘Investiture’ a supplement to ‘The Sunday Telegraph’ 1969.
Reminiscence Pack 9: Royalty
Pack of 1: ‘The Illustrated London News’ - Coronation 1953

06979468

Reminiscence Pack 10: Royalty
Pack of 7: ‘The Illustrated London News – Coronation Ceremony Number’
June 6, 1953, ‘Time Magazine’ February 18th, 1952 (Queen Elizabeth: The
crown remains, the symbol lives), ‘The Queen: The Coronation 1953’
(Souvenir Book), ‘Radio Times’ 2-8 August 1980 (Queen Mother Souvenir
Issue – The Queen Mother at 80), ‘Radio Times’ 24-30th November 1984
pages 99-118 only (Royal Baby Souvenir), ‘Observer Magazine’ 1st July 1990
– The Queen Mother 90th Birthday Souvenir Supplement, ‘The Coronation of
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II’ (approved souvenir programme).

06979469
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Reminiscence Pack 11: Churchill
Pack of 2: ‘Churchill Farewell to Greatness’ supplement to ‘The Telegraph’
1965. ‘Tribute to Sir Winston Churchill’ supplement to ‘The Telegraph’ 1965.

06979472

Reminiscence Pack 12: Royalty
Pack of 2: Elizabeth: Special Jubilee Souvenir (1976); Picture Post: Wedding
Record (November 29, 1947).

06979473

Reminiscence Pack 13: newspapers and magazines
Pack of 1: Woman Magazine (21 June 1947).

06979476

Reminiscence Pack 14: children’s magazines and comics
Pack of 5: Tammy (February 1971), Bunty for Girls (Summer Special 1972),
Jackie (February 1975), Whizzer and Chips (April 1978), Roy of the Rovers
(December 1981).

04019903
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Miscellaneous Items
Aroma Cubes: Nostalgia set
Boxed set of four easy-to-handle aroma cubes. Invaluable for
evoking past events, recalling memories and provoking
discussion.

07063522

Aroma Cubes: Seaside set
Boxed set of four easy-to-handle aroma cubes. Invaluable for
evoking past events, recalling memories and provoking
discussion.

07063523

Aroma Cubes: Nature Stroll set
Boxed set of four easy-to-handle aroma cubes. Invaluable for
evoking past events, recalling memories and provoking
discussion.

07063524

Before & now: a pairing game
One picture of the pair shows an object from the past, and the
other picture shows how it is now. The wooden pieces can also
be used to encourage conversation and reminiscence, as well as
game variations e.g. what noise belongs with the object
depicted?

07063521

The centenary playing cards: 1900–1999
Each playing card depicts an image from a year between 1900–
1999. More than 100 different images to stimulate discussions
and memories.

04718474
04718475
04718476

Conversation pieces: Outrageous stories & other fiction: quiz 01914626
cards
A game where players take it in turns to draw a question card
asking them to tell a story about a time when……
Conversation pieces: Sports stories: quiz cards
A game where players take it in turns to draw a question card
asking them to tell a story about a time when……

01914625

Conversation pieces: Ice-breakers: quiz cards
A game where players take it in turns to draw a question card
asking them to tell a story about a time when……

01914624

Conversation pieces: Parents, kids & other animals: quiz
cards
A game where players take it in turns to draw a question card
asking them to tell a story about a time when……

01914627

Down memory lane: board game
A simple Reminiscence game relating to the 1920s, 1930s and
1940s. Questions on sport, entertainment, geography, history,
lifetimes and commerce.

03821938
03990853

Extra Large Dominoes
These extra large wooden dominoes are easy to handle and very
robust.

05791894
05791895
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Everyday Aroma Activity Game
(Name on the lid of the box is “Le Loto des Odeurs”) This game
stimulates the senses and can be played in a variety of ways.
There are 30 small pots containing scents which have a similarity
to smells found in nature or in the home e.g. lemon, wood fire,
biscuits, strawberry, soap etc. The pots have the name of the
scent on the bottom, which can be covered with the lid and then
the idea is to guess the smell and match it with illustrations on 5
game cards. Instructions are in English and in French.

07064082

06987107
Humm Bug: the hum ’n’ guessin’ game
A board game with cards, sand timer, playing board, and
counters. The cards show lists of tunes from the 1950s through to
the 2000s for players to hum and other players to guess.
Humphrey Bogart: jigsaw
12 piece black and white puzzle.

01606418

Marlon Brando: jigsaw
12 piece black and white puzzle.

01606422

Douglas Fairbanks: jigsaw
24 piece black and white puzzle.

01606421
01663107

Judy Garland: jigsaw
24 piece black and white puzzle.

01606417
01663108

Vivien Leigh: jigsaw
24 piece black and white puzzle.

01606420
01663112

Marilyn Monroe: jigsaw
12 piece black and white puzzle.

01606419

Seaside Scenes: jigsaw
Set of 4 puzzles, each with 15 colour pieces.

04019902

Koosh Balls
Soft balls useful for hand-eye co-ordination activities and sensory
stimulation.

05456756
05456997
05457244

LifeStories : a fun game of telling tales and sharing smiles
with family & friends
A board game of storytelling based on each player’s own life
experiences. Players will have a great time talking about people,
events, thoughts, hopes and dreams. Everyone wins!

05050084
05050085
05050086

Memory Lane Bingo
Containing wipe clean bingo cards, counters, checkboard and
tokens.

05454950

Musical bingo: for 2 - 20 players
Features 40 songs on audio-cassette tape, with counters and 20
bingo cards.

04718470
04718472
05018157
05018158
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Newsreel trivia
Over 2000 questions on 20th century newsreels. Includes
videotape, board, question and answer booklets, markers and
dice.

01201944

Orientation: a RO activity for memory
A board game designed to expand the therapeutic repertoire of
staff working with confused older people. Questions cover
memory, general knowledge, numeracy and language.

05791887
05791888
05791889

05454961
Picture this: game
Containing 45 picture cards and matching picture strips. Each
05457203
card has a photograph, a caption and a number. The photographs
cover a wide range of everyday topics which should get the
players chatting and reminiscing. The cards can be used in a
variety of ways.
Quiz box 1: quiz cards
Quiz box 1 has been compiled and designed to provide
therapists, nurses, activity organisers and all those involved in
organising group activities with a large supply of quiz questions.
Contains 1000 questions on leisure, people, places, words,
animals, science and nature.

05018154
05452208

Quiz box 2
Quiz box 2 has been compiled and designed to provide
therapists, nurses, activity organisers and all those involved in
organising group activities with a large supply of quiz questions.
Contains 1000 questions on leisure, people, places, words,
animals, science and nature.

05018155
05018156

05457233
Reminiscence bingo
A game to improve social interaction, orientation, concentration
05457245
and self-esteem. The game is directed at adults of all ages and
can be used in out-patients’ clinics, adult day care centres and
nursing homes. Instead of numbers the game uses everyday
topics such as school and work, recreation and family, seasons,
weather and holidays. The contents include instructions, 12 player
cards, 200 chips, a master sheet and chips for the therapist.
Reminiscing : remembering the movies of the 1940s through
the 1990s
Game contains over 1,200 nostalgic movie questions from six
decades, over 5,000 memory jogging clues, eight scoring pegs,
four player booklets, one reminiscing booklet, one spinner, and
one score-keeping game board.

06570330
06570331
06570332

Reminiscing 1950s-1980s : the game for people who
remember the Beatles
Board game for 2-4 players or teams, focussing on memories of
past events, trends, music, clothes, radio, TV and films from the
1950s-1980s.

01242918
01462109
01663118
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Reminiscing 1960s – 2000s: the game for people over 30 and
the younger people they let play
This is an alternative version of the game listed above and is for
2-4 players or for teams. The box contains instructions, game
board, reminiscing booklet, dice, playing pieces and 4 decade
booklets. The decade booklets each contain ‘flashbacks’ relating
to a particular era.

07064060

Tell me a story
56 cards that will stimulate and encourage discussion. A group
activity where nobody wins but everyone has fun. Each card asks
a question on a particular theme to elicit conversation, such as
‘Did you learn to drive?’ and ‘What was the first car you owned?’

05450522
05791891
05791892

06987109
Thinking cards
100 boxed cards with activities and exercises for older adults with
mild cognitive impairment. Each card has a colourful photo on the
back to illustrate its topic and encourage discussion. Ideal for use
in small groups by activity organisers or by individuals.
Treasured Memories
A board game for 2 to 8 players. It features 48 action and 100
memory options. Examples include: imitating a radio or music
hall personality, singing a few lines of a favourite song, leading
the group in a game of I-Spy. Questions include: What was the
favourite meal that your mother made? What comic did you read
as a child? Is there a favourite holiday that you remember?

04718473

Gibson, Faith

Using Reminiscence: A Training Pack
A three-part programme on using reminiscence therapy which
uses slides, tape and a video as part of the training process.
(Help the Aged Publication)

05454884

Pegelow, Betsey

Be Active with Games (BAG)
Developed specifically for persons with Alzheimer’s Disease and
the memory impaired, a bag of activity ideas and games.

05050087
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